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CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

Longman Academic Writing Series, Level 5, Essays to Research Papers, 
offers a carefully structured approach to advanced academic writing. It 
features instruction on the writing process, the organization of essays and 
term papers, research and documentation, sentence structure, word forms, 
and grammar. 

Four-color design makes the lessons engaging. 

To write academic texts, you need 
to master certain skflls. 

In this chapter, you will learn to: 

• Use point-by-point or source
by-source organilation 

• Find and evaluate sources 

• Synthesize materials from 
SOU<Ofl 

• Cite sources accordlng to MLA 
and APA formats 

• Use the correct sequence 
of tenses 

• Write, edit, and revise a 
research paper 

1 
RESEARCH PAPERS 

Mnynk i!'- a nuclear processing plant near the city of  Chelyabinsk. 

Chapter objectives provide clear 

goals for instruction. 

Realistic writing models present the 

type of writing students will learn to 

produce in the end-of-chapter Writing 

Assignments. 

In the previous chapter, you looked al tilt- obs(>rvatlon and classification of behill'ior 
ln this ch<>pt�. yO\l will fOCus CHl .analy1.ing a pmo;,;s. A process nuy dther de5<"ribt.., 
,1 proc..-J.S or provide, instructions for how IO do !'Omcthmg. In other words, it i.� a 
step-by-step 1':<planauon of he,,,,· !IQmething work,;, (If how to p<"•fnnn a !Jsk. Such 
an ""plan.it,on � np«idlly 1mport.ant in dncrib1ng ,ic�ntific e:>.p<mm.-nrs and 
summarizing their r"'5ults. Howc,,er, p� analysis also applit.-.; to manr other kinds 
of e,.planJtloru; or ins1ruction,;. For t>:,.amplc, you might d<.'Senlx- tht' d,geiativc procf!S5-. 
the rotation of thl" moon around the earth, or the way a oompul<"r rommunicatt'S .. ·,th a 
la5'.'r print.-r. Mon:, .simply. you miii;ht e:,.pl.110 ho"" tu mak .. chocol;1te ch,p cuokia, how 
to connOO tho.> surround 50Und equ1pmt'flt 10 ,>ttom�ny a -· na1 !'oe"l'N"' tele-.·i�ion, 
or how to g,.:t from the airport lo your home. How�r, thts cli.aptcr will COOC'(.'nlrat\' on 
the proct"S6 t'5.Sily �, it rdates to acad�·mic writing about scit'nce and mo.•chcine. 

ANALVZJNG THE MODEL 

Tho, model ess.:iy describes the proc.-sis of conducting a tc1entif,c e,.perunent. 

Read thlo model. Then antwer the quHtlont. 

/ Writing Model 

What Scientists Do 

Human �ings are curiuu.s. They conS\;ontly s,:,.rch for t'.1.plan,.1iora: 
Why did something happ,,n? How did i1 happen? 11,ey Ill.I<..""" al answt:n 
to their quutkms and try to determine lf tlw'ir gue,w,� are con-tct. In 
thh way. whether th.-. .- know ii or not. they are taking the fir-st step duwn 
the road of "-'hat scicntisti n:re:r tu as the ":icntific method. The next 
steps inYOlve: conducting e�pcrimcnls to dete:nninc if their gu�s an: 
COl"Tt'Ct. ,.,.,;.,;ng at  conclusions. and "-"riling the:m down in a �. 
Th05C actions can lake plact' in a labontory vr m the field. The pn.,ce:s� 
of fnvestiga1ion does not slop there. howt"'er. Othe:r scie:ntis1s usu all) 
repeat these experiments 10 Vt'rify the results. or conduct further 
expcrime:nl$. Their goal is often 10 answer questions rois«I by the 
findin!fS of tlw.· original exp1,riu1cms. The :;cicntific method 1hcu·fon: 
cn,ates a continual. s-elf-<Olffeting cyde of iTI\·estiga1ion and analysis 
inYolving sixstCp,$. 

z An rxamplt ft-om biology illus1ra1es this process. It ""-ould begin wilh 
a common sense idea or observa1ion: regular exercise seems to help 
Pl"C\'ent hean disease and hean attackli. Howen,r. can "X° be .sure that th<' 
ob.sc.-r-.·arion Is COITt'CI? The fir.it seep in the scientific method therefore 
� a question tha1 an experime:nt might answer. "Can regular nerciSt': 
help prrve:nt coronary' dise:ase: and heart auack.s?" Then. scien1ists could 
proceed to the second step in 1ht' scientific method. The)" "'Ould state a 

•nm,n�ry:r,,latingto1r,,,i-r1 

examine: an exp,,rimcn1al group 
and a roourol group. These groups 
arc ldC'ntical in .,,.._..,-y way exc.-pt 
on<i': 1h11' expcrimcmal group 
include!< a vanable' IO test-regular 
cxr�is-for iu rffect on eornnar-y 
disea.oe and hean auackJ. Sciemist.s would begin by selec1ing perhaps 
100 �pccially bred labo,-..101-y mice ofthr same age and with the �11mr 
gcncli<:$. The mice would all h:i,,·c, an inhcri1ed sutccptibility to eun,mar-.· 
hcar1 dJ..ease or heau1 au..ckii. The scie:n1is1s as�ign half of the mi« tu 
the e:,;pcnmcnu,I group �nd the uth..-r half to the oon1rol .,:roup 

4 H11,·ini established thr control and expen�mal group:\. the 
rc�11rchers would now move on 10 the founh x1ep; conduclin.,: the 
e�pcriment. first. II!<.")· V.'OU.ld hav,· 1u JU.Sign a lcng1h oftitne for 1hc 
up,:rimcnt. for nample. 120d.a)i. They '"'OU.Id al50 11$5emble all 1he 
materials nttded. to conduct the e:xperimem: cages, IO<ld. water. and 
1001� for monitorin!- 1h.c aeti,·ities of 1he mice. The:)· would kttp all 
thl" '-'Onditiuns for bo1h group, the 5ame: diet. temperature. hum1dit). 
""aking and slcepin11 cyck-.1, water Kvailabili1)". and safety from h.1rmli..il 
bactrrfa. Howe.-er , the Ol,!es of the exix-rirncnu,I group would bt
C<jUippl"ti with e.wrdi,c "-·heels. whlk thc cages of the rontrol group 
,..-oo.,Jd 001. Then ca.ch "ttk 1hr rese:archers "-'OU.kl itlhrr data from thc 
e.•tTCi� whttls IO ,•n,ure 1ha1 t!I(! mice in the uix-rimt'nlal group had 
b,:en c�ercising. 

• At the end of 1he specified time period. the Kicnti5ts could mo•·!! on 10 
the fifth step. analy%ing the results. Suppos,e that tlw sta11s11e1 produced 
by 1hc e,.p,::rimenl sho .. ·«1 that 25 mict in 1he rontrol group had hcan 
attack$ or dc,·elopcd eoronar:-· di:oeasc-one half of the m111l in the group. 
On lhc other hand. the di,;ease r.tle for the mice in the expcrimcmal 
group lumL..i out IU bt- dnunaticall�• lower. Onlv 18 uf th<'m ohiblted 
sign, of hcan di5e11-1e or had hca11 auadu. or l6'1io of 1he total In 
addition. the mice in 1he cxJX"ri�ntal group we:fghed an average of 10"-'i 
]cu than the mice ,n the control group. 
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/ Noticing Vocabulary: Irregular Plurals from Latin and Greek 

Chapter 2 explained that the plural of the word criterion is criteria. This is because the 
word comes from Greek, which has retained its original plural forms for some words. 
Likewise some words that come from Latin ha\'e irregular plural endings; they do not 
add -s endings to the singular form. Th� words can be placed into four categories, 
which include many words used in scientific writing. 

N4·091(31M Singular and Plural Forms of Irregular Nouns 

Q Look at the writing model again. Find irregular nouns for each category in the 
chart. The beginnings of each word have been included to help you. 

�ngular (•um) Ending 

me-divrn 

1. 

'·- - - - --

Singular (·is) Ending 

1. an 

2. hyp 

C,1 , 1 N • " ,. L , 

Plur-al (•a) Ending 

me-dio 

d•�- - - --

Cn, ,2 N ,, rri •1G111� 

Plural (..a) Ending 

3. ba�- - --� 

Singular (•on) Ending 

1. 

Singular (·ic8) enc:Ung 

mathe-matic� 

1. ge 

2. SI 

c, 1 c I v 3 N J'j r, )'" G« 1 � 

I 
I 
I 

Plural (--a) Ending 

c,ite-,io 

G, Complete the chart with the singular or plural fonn of each noun, where possible. 
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xiv Chapter Overview 

Noticing Vocabulary points out 

useful words and phrases from 

the writing models. 

Applying Vocabulary allows students 

to practice the new vocabulary and 

then use it in their writing assignments. 

! 
/ Applying Vocabulary: Using Words Related to Cultural Change 

Before you begin your writing assignment, reYiew what you learned about the words 
in Pr<1ctice 1 on page 131. 

+a·t·irill3iM Forming Different Parts of Speech 

f) Work in pairs or small groups. Fill in the appropriate word form for each. Use a 
dictionary as needed. As you work, look for recurring patterns. 

AOJECTIVE 

1. acquire acquisitive 

2. conflict �c:'.'o:"'nfl".'i'.:ct _ _ __ --1-::=====:........I 
3. reconcile 

�':'.:ec':"o'.'.'.nc:'.il
'.'.'.
ia'.'.'.tio:::'.n:.___--J-======---J 

4. assimilate assimilated 

S. devote devoted 

6. perceive perceived 

0 Change these nouns into verbs. Most, but not all, of the verbs will follow a 
consistent pattern. Consult your dictionary as needed. 

1. demonstration 

2. integratior, 

3. t'ducation 

4. definition 

S. invitation 

6. conversation 

7. evolution 

8. resolution 

0 Choose the word form from Parts A and B that best completes each sentence. 

142 CHAPTER 7 

1. When people get married, they pledge their complete de...,otion 

2. Young children learn to _ _ ____ in a second language more quickly 
th,lTI most adults. 

3. The _ _ ____ of a new language can be very challenging. 



Organization sections explore essay structure 

in a variety of organizational patterns. 

POINT-BY-POINT ORGANIZATION 

You are already familiar with this organizational pattern from Chapter 8. As mentioned 
in that chapter, a point-by-point pattern is particularly well suited to complex issues and 
longer papers, which makes it a useful way to organize a research paper. A partial diagram 
of how a point-by-point organization might be used in a research paper looks like this: 

Body Parag'8phs 
The first major point is discussed and then supported by synthesized information/ 
views on thls point tak8fl m>f!l several sources. 

The secood major point is discussed in several sources, supported by synthesized 
information/views on this point from all of them. 

The first mator point Is discussed and then �pported by synthesized information/ 
views on this point taken from several sources. 

Further ma;or points are developed in later paragraphs using similar support. 

SOURCE-BY-SOURCE ORGANIZATION 

A sourrc-by-source organization is somewhat similar to a block organiz.ttional pattern 
in that it groups the information in blocks according to the source. 

Body Paragraphs 
The first few paragraphs contain a summary of key points covered and supported 
by specific infonTiation/views from one source. 

The next set of paragraphs contains a summary of key points covered, supported 
by specific information/views from a second source. 

The next set of paragraphs contains a summary of key points covered, supported 
by specific information/views from a second source. 

Further major points are developed in later paragraphs using similar support. 

Make sure to connect your sources by discussing related key points and by using 
transitional phraSt'S to show similarities and differences among the sources. For an 
example of a source-by-source organizational style, return to the writing model from 
Chapter 5 on pages 87-89 

174 CHAPTER 9 

Grammar and Sentence Structure 

sections provide practice with the 

most challenging structures for 

advanced students. 

! 
PHRASAL MODALS 

Another tool for making recommendations, suggestions, and demands is using a 
phras.lll mod.ill (or semi-auxiliary). A phrasal modal consists of two or more separate 
words and functions somewhat like a modal verb. It expresses ability, offers advice, 
makes recommendations, or discusses possibilities or probabilities. However, unlike 
a modal verb, which has one form, phrasal mod.ils change according to person 
and aspect. 

Rut ES Ex11•1Mll 

L Use br llbv to+ (the hue form ol the 
verbj for� achievement. 

2. Use bt likely to+ (the base fonn of the 
ve,bJ for expreaing prot,,,bllity. 

t. Use haw to+ (tht' bue tc.m of the ve-rb) 
for exprnaing necneiry. 
Note: llw negative of lww to means 
something is not necesauy. It differs 
from maul not, which means it is 
prohllriled. 

5.. Use had wtlt'r for exprewing warning. 

6. Use wmJd n,thtr (withoul to) for 
expn,s,ing pmem,c,,. 

MA·f·iAii3fN Using Phrasal Modals 

They have been able to make significant 
changes in research methods. 

This change is likely to h� profound 
effects. 

This change IS going to benefit millions 
of people. 

We have to conduct more research. 

We don't have to use animals in all 
experiments. 

You had better be careful when working 
with dangerous chemicals. 

Most students would rather apply for a 
scholarship than take out a loan. 

Choose five of the sentences you wrote in Practice 2 and rewrite them using 
phrasal modals. 

1. ----------- - - ---------

3. ---- --- ------ - - - ------

4. -- - - ------- -- ------- --

5. ------------ ------- ---
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Practice Activities reinforce learning and lay the 

groundwork for the end-of-chapter Writing Assignment. 

! 
N#·f·iriil3#M Planning a Response 

Read this short essay. Write a thesis statement for a response in which you 
agree or disagree with the conclusion of the paragraph. Then list two points 
you would make In a response. 

A Cultural Mosaic 
Philip R. Popple and Leslie Leighninger 

The presence of diverse racial. ethnic, and other distinct groups in society 
gives rise to various notions1 about the proper relationship between individual 
groups and "the whole." Such notions emerge particularly in discussions of 
immigration, although they have relevance also to the situations of longtime 
residents (African Americans and American Indians) and of those belonging to 
categories such as the elderly or people with disabilitit..>s. A traditional version 
of "ideal group relations" in the United States is the idea of a melting pol, in 
which the cultures of all groups join to produce a new, distinctly American 
culture. ln real life, this early twentieth-century idea of a "blended Amerkan" 
proved unrcalistic. Newcomers w-cre unwilling to give up all their traditions 
and customs, and, perhaps more signific.intly, the dominant society had .i stake 
in maintaining ils own identity. We like the reframing of the melting pot image 
propOSt'd by historian Lawr£'ncc Levinl'. Levine argued that today's model 
of diversity "is not the American melting pot, but a cultural mosaic in which 
discrete ethnic groups persist and interact with other groups." 

Source: fan•rpt;,d from PopplP, Philip R. <'I .ti. Sonni Work, Soon/ Wdfart', and /\mrric,w Svc1e/y. 

'notions: 1dt'<1S or theori .. -s 

n,.-sisStatn11e11t: __ ___ ___________ __ _ 

,. ___________________ _ _ _  _ 

2. - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - -

NMll■-l'lN Here is another paragraph from Serenda Nanda's article on arranged marriages 
in India. Write a one-sentence summary of the paragraph and then one or two 
paragraphs in response. Do you agree with Nanda's viewpoint, or do you see 
some value in arranged marriages? 

Six years later I returned to India to do fieldwork, this time among the 
middle class in Bombay, a modem, sophisticated city. From the exp<>ricnce 
of my earlier visit, I decided to include a study of arranged marriages in my 
project. By this time, I had met many Indian couples whose marriages had 
been arranged and who seemed very happy. Particularly in contrast to the fate 
of my married friends in the United States who were already in the process of 
divorce, the positive aspects of arranged marriagl's appeared to me to outweigh 
the negatives. 
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Try It Out! activities challenge students 

to apply what they have learned. 

Writing Tips provide useful strategies 

to help students produce better writing. 

xvi Chapter Overview 

Quoting, paraphrasing, and summarizing 

instructions provide useful tools for 

research-based writing. 

l 
Writing a Good Paraphrase 

A good paraphrase: 
• identifies the source of the original 
• shows that you have fully understood the material 
• differs enough from the original that it is dearly your own writing 
• does not merely substitute synonyms for the words in the 

original sentence 
Here is an example of a paraphrase from Wade and Ta\•ris, whose work was discusS(.-d 
in the model: 

Leaming explanations of language acquisition assume that children are 
rewarded for saying the right words and punished for making errors. But 
parents do not stop to correct every error in their child�n·s speech, so long 
as they understand what the child is trying to say (Brown, Cazden & Bellugi, 
1969). lndl"'<'<i, parents often reward children for incorrect statements! 
A 2-year-old who says, "Want milk!" is likely to get it; most parents would 
not wait for a more grammatical (or polite) request. 

Carole Wade and Carol Tavris say that children do not acquire language 
from parents praising their correct speech and punishing their errors. For 
example, if parents can understand a child's request for milk, even "if ii is 
ungrammatical, they will give the child the milk. In efft."Ct, �y Wade and Tavris, 
the parents "reward the child for incorrect statements" (2011). 

Note that the paraphrase identifies the source and restates its ideas without copying 
them. It also integrates a short quotation from the original when it borrows the 
exact language. 

To write a good paraphrase you wiA need to follow a process: 
1. Read the original passage carefully more than once, underlining the main 

points in the passage. 
2. Cover the material so you cannot refer to it. 
3. To help you restate the material In your own words, imagine that you are 

explaining the material to a good friend. 
4. Flnalty, compare the original to your restatement to see if ii expresses the 

same meaning-without using the same phrases .  

102 CHAPTER 5 



Preparation for Writing develops the 

research and documentation skills 

needed for the writing assignment. 

l 
PREPARATION FOR W RITING 

You have already learned bask research practices in Chapter 4, page 79. Now you can 
build on them. Begin your research on the topic by asking yourself a question. Here are 
some examples. 

• Have experts discovered new findings on the topic? 

• Is there a debate on this topic that you should explain to readers? 

• Do new studies on the topic challenge or change previously held beliefs? 

• Has research revealed an important problem that is worth exploring 
and discussing causes or solutions that people may not have 
considered before? 

Think about the writing model and the research questions Ksenia Laney may have 
asked herself when she started her research. For example, how and why did the 
disaster happen? What were its effects on the people, the crops, and the animals 
surrounding the facility? 

NARROWING YOUR FOCUS 

The next step is to ensure that your research question is not too broad; otherwise, you 
may end up writing a book instead of a five- to twelve-page paper! Note how these 
broad research questions have been narrowed: 

What are the causes of obesity? 

Do carbohydrates contribute more to obesity than other food groups? 

What is autism? 

Why is autism so difficult to treat? 

Are artificial sweeteners dangerous? 

Whal has research revealed about the long-term effects of aspartame? 

M4-f·f3ii3JW Forming and Narrowing Research Ouestions 

Work in small groups. Choose a topic and generate possible research 
questions to pursue. Remember to ask questions that begin with how? when? 

where? why? who? and should? or could? Decide if your research question is 
sufficiently narrow. 

• College admissions standards and the makeup of U.S. colleges 
and universities 

• The wave of immigration to the United States that occurred from 
1989 to the present 

• Down syndrome 

• Medical technology 

• Music therapy for mentally or physically impaired people 
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Sections on finding and evaluating 

information from sources provide 

students with essential research skills. 

l 
Finding Information from Sources 

Once }'OU have narrowed your r..-search question, use only sources that relate to the 
question, and read selectively. In books, consult the table of contents or the index to 
help you find the most relevant parts. Scan long articles, looking especially at the 
subheadings. Follow this proccilure. 

1. De curious as you read, and ask yourself: Is the information important and usable 
in this paper? Does it raise more questions to explore? What additional research 
might answer these questions? 

2. Annotate as you read. Underline important passages, highlight key points, and 
make notes in the margin about how and where the information might be used in 
your paper. Take notes and record your sources. along with the page numbers, on 
not!;' cards. (See Chapter 6, pages 120-123.) 

3. If you print out material, make notl'S directly on these pages. Highlight passages 
you may want to quote or paraphrase. Use note cards to jot down a brief summary 
of each important passage, abbreviated source (using either the title or the author), 
and record the page numbers so you can return to them !,Her in the original. 

4. Again use note c,1rds to write your own commentary on source material. Make 
sure, howevl.'r, that you dearly distinguish that commentary from your source 
information. 

5. Then organize your noti.> c.-.rds by subtopics, especially by grouping the evidence 
that supports the claim of each subtopic. 

Evaluating Sources 

Not every source is reliable or objective. Many writers re\'e,tl a p.uticular point of 
\'iew or bias. Even the data they include or the prople they quote may be influenced 
by their Political. philosophical, or theoretical viewpoints. Moreover, with the growth 
of Internet use, virtually anyone can create a website, author a blog, or post ,m entry 
on a blog. Therefore, it is extremely important that you evaluate your sources for their 
reliability, objectivity, and stance on the issue you arc researching. Keep the following 
guidelines in mind. 

Timeliness 

Your subject matter will determine whether a work is outdated. For scientific, 
psychological, sociologic.il, and tffhnical issues, the most rOCl;'nl publications generally 
provide the most useful information. HO\•·ever, if you are n.>Searching the life of a 
famous politician, author, or historical figure, older publications may be perfectly good 
sources of information. 

Objectivity and Bias 

Authors often have strong feelings about their subject matter, or even a financial or 
personal intere,st in the issue. Strongly worded opinions, though, do not necessarily 
mean that the author is unfair. The main test is whether the person's argument is 
balanced, giving equal, or nearly equal, treatment to rnore than one side of an issue. 

180 CHAPTER 9 
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Step-by-step Writing Assignments make 

the writing process clear and easy to follow. 

4. A person who fits into a new culture is said to be __ _ _ __ 

5. When someone gets new eyeglasses, the person's \'isual _ _ ___ may 
improve. 

6. When a person feels divided between one feeling and another, he is said to be 

WRITING ASSIGNMENT 

Your assignment for this chapter is to write a summary and response essay on a topic 
rclMcd to culture. Write an essay of at least five paragraphs on one of the topics below 
or one that your te.ichcr suggt'.'Sts. Follow the steps in the writing process. 

P�1SL1Toncs 
• Cultural identity • Adapting to a new culture 
• Cultural diversity • Cultural assimilation 
• Cultural diffcrcnet.'S • Cultural practices in education 

STEP 1: Explore yol#" topic, audience, and purpose. 
• Choose your topic from the list above. 
• Research an Internet article on your topic. 
• Read the article carefully, highlighting or taking notes of main 

points for your summary. 
• Consider who might be interested in this article and a response; 

they are your audience. 
• Consider what you wish to accomplish in your response; this is 

the thesis of your response. 

� � STEP 2: Prewrite to get ideas. 
• Fr('('-writc-, brainstorm, or cluster to uncover your ideas 
• Draft a preliminary thesis statement for your response. 
• Brainstorm examples from your personal experience or the 

experienccs of others that supporl or refute- the article's thesis or 
supporting points. 

�0,pna• STEP 3: Organize your ideas. 

xviii 

• Select the ideas to include in the summary. 
• Outline the response, listing c.1eh claim. 
• Select passages that you will paraphrase or quote as support for 

your claims. 

Summary/ Response Essays 143 

Self-Assessment encourages 

students to evaluate their progress. 

Chapter Overview 

Peer Review and Writer's Self-Check 

Worksheets at the back of the book help 

students collaborate and sharpen their 

revision skills. 

·-

·-

144 CHAPTER 7 

STEP 4: Write the first draft. 
• Summarize the article in the first paragraph. Be sure to include 

the tille of the work and the author's name, a thesis, and the 
article's main points. 

• Include a transition that introduces the response. 
• Introduce and develop the response in the remaining body 

paragraphs. 
• End with a return to the summary. 

• Exchange papers with .i partner, and give c..ich other f£"Cdback 
on your papers. Use the Chapter 7 Peer Review on page 237 to 
guide your feedback. 

• Carefully consider your partner's foedback. If you .igree with it, 
revise your paper by marking the changes on your first draft. 

STEP 6: Edit and proofread. 
• Use the Chapter 7 Writer's Self-Check on page 238 to help you 

look for and correct errors in grammar, mechanics, and sentence 
structure. 

STEP 7: Write a new draft. 
• Rc\'isc the draft, incorporating ,1II the changes you want 

to make. 
• Make sure the draft is legible and follows the format your 

instructor has provided. 
• Proofread the draft so that it is error free. 
• Hand in the essay to your instructor. 

SELF-ASSESSMENT 

In this chapter, you learned to: 

0 Anatyze a summary/ response essay 

0 Distinguish between objective and subjective points of view 

0 Summarize an es8ay in an introductory paragraph 

0 Plan and write a response to the essay 

0 Use active and passive voice in appropriate contexts 

0 Write, edit, and revise an essay about culture 

Which ones can you do well? Mark them@ 

Which ones do you need to practice more? Mark them� 



EXPANSION 

• TIMED WRITING 
Return lo "A Cultural Mosaic" in Practice6 on page 141. Now summarize and write a 
full response to the passage. You will have 45 minutes. To complete the expansion, you 
will need to budget your time accordingly. Follow this procedure. 

1. Reread the passage, underlining or highlighting the statement of the main 
argument and key supporting points. (10 minutes) 

2. Write a onc•paragraph summary of the pass.ige. State the main argument and key 
supporting ideas you have located. Omit any long examples and explanations. 
(10 minutes) 

3. Then write a rl"Sponse, beginning with a smooth transition and a thesis statement. 
Make your position clear. Do you agree or disagree with the argument, or is your 
response mixed? Refer back to the article to support your claims. Whal in your own 
experience, or the experienCt" of others you know, can you cite as backing for your 
claims? Cite examples. (15 minutes) 

4. Revise and edit your work. Be sure your summary and thesis are dear. If you write 
by hand, you may make changcs above the lines in the margins. (5 minutes) 

5. Check your summary and response for errors. Correct any mistc1kes. (5 minutes) 

6. Hand in your paper to your instructor. 

e RESEARCH AND RESPOND 

Do an Internet search using the key words "bilingual education" or "bilingual 
immersion.'' Find a short article that argues either for or against one of these topics. 
Summarize the article and respond, using the same procedures you have followed in 
the chapter. 
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Timed Writing activities 

develop students' writing 

fluency under pressure. 

Additional writing tasks encourage 

students to further develop the 

writing skills in each chapter. 
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Writing Guides provide students 

with tools to improve the flow of 

ideas in different types of essays. 

---

APPENDICES 

/.PPE•ID X t.. l,P T1•,,:; GU DES 

The following are writing guides, or fill-in-the-blank sentences that can help you establish 
logical relationships as you write. These guides will provide you with models of wording that 
will make the introduction of ideas or the transition between ideas smoother. At times, you 
may wish to use the exact wording in the guides. At other times, you witl probably need to 
change the language to fit your content and purpose. 

Guides for Reporting Statistical Results 

1. Most _ _ __ __ are from _ _ _ _ _  _ 

2. A lot of/ twelve of the _ _ _ _ __ Jived _ _ _ _ __ 

3. The majority/ 

_ _ _ _ __ languages. 

Guides for Thesis Statements 

percent of the students speak 

1. My classmates are similar in _ _ _ ___ ways. 

2. My classmates differ in ___ _ __ ____ __ 

_ _ _ __ _  ,and _ _ _ _ _  _ 

3. Despite many differences in their backgrounds, my classmates share 
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xx Chapter Overview 

Appendices include a section on MLA 

and APA formats, which enable students 

to correctly document research papers in 

a variety of academic fields. 

APPENDIX G DOCUMENTING SOURCES WITH MLA AND APA FORMATS 

In academic classes, your instructors will ask you to document the sources of outside 
information your have used in your paper. There .ire two steps to this process 

1. Insert a short reference in the body of your paper. This is called an in-text citation. 
The purpose of an in-text citation is to refer the reader to the works-cited list at the t•nd 
of your paper 

2. Prepare a complete list of your sources. This list is titled either Works Cited or 
References and appears as the last page of your paper. 

The t-wo most commonly used formats for documenting sources are those used by the 
Modem Language Association (MLA) and the American Psychological Association (APA). 
E,ich format specifies style guidelines for referring to authors with in-text citations, 
footnotes and endnotes, and the sources list 

The MLA (Modern Language Association) system is used primarily for documenting 
work within the liberal arts and humanities-literature, English, foreign languages, 
art, and so on. The APA (American P sychological Association} system is mainly used 
to document source within the social sciences-sociology. psychology, anthropology, 
economics, and political science, etc. The ne11t few pagt>S will show you only the 
basics of the MLA and APA styles of formal documentation. In addition, be aware that 
each form,1t has differences in punctuation rules which are too numerous to be dealt 
with here. Consult the MLA Handbook for Writers of ReS<"arch Papers and the Publication 
Manual of the American P�yc/10/ogical Association for more detailed information. You can 
find tht..'S(' books and others like tht•m in the reference area of any library. 

TlfE BASICS OF ML.A FORMAT 

In papers using the MLA system, !ht· name of the author typically introduces a 
quotation, paraphrase, or summary, and the page number of the source (if there is one) 
follows in parentheses before the period. 

ln•Text Citations 

In-text citations give only enough information to allow the reader to find the full 
reference in tht> list of works cited at the end of your paper. Here are some guidelines. 

ONEAllTHoa 

Use the last name of the author and a page number (or numbers, if the borrowed 
information appears on more than one page). US<' no punctuation. 

(Clinton 17) 

Two oa MoH At.mt.oas 

If there are two or three authors, give all the names. If there are four or more, use 
the first author's name and the Latin abbreviation et al. ("and others") followed by a 
period. 

(Bamberger and Yaeger 62) 

(Singleton et al. 345) 
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To write academic texts, you need 
to master certain skills. 

In this chapter, you will learn to: 

• Analyze an expository essay

• Examine the elements of a
well-structured essay

• Identify context and grammar
clues for correct article use

• Follow and practice the steps in
the writing process

• Write, revise, and edit an essay
based on personal experience

EXPOSITORY ESSAYS 

No two writers work in the same way. What is your writing style? 



INTRODUCTION 

In many of your courses, you will be asked to write various types of academic 
papers, from relatively short essays to long papers based on research. Each chapter 
of this book will teach you the writing and research skills necessary to produce these 
academic papers, beginning with the essay and ending with the research paper. Th�se 
skills include finding information through research, evaluating the information, and 
incorporating it into your essays. For the moment, however, this chapter will focus on 
the structure of the essay and the process of writing it. 

An essay is an organized discussion of a topic in a series of paragraphs. It contains three 
main parts: an introduction (an introductory paragraph), a body (usually at least two, 
but often more, supporting paragraphs), and a conclusion (a concluding paragraph). 

The introduction performs several roles. It attracts readers' interest. It establishes the 
essay's specific topic and states the writer's position or claim about that topic in a 
thesis statement. It may also provide a preview of the body of the essay. 

Each body paragraph of an essay supports and develops a subtopic of the thesis statement. 
The paragraph states its controlling idea, or the writer's area of focus, in a topic sentence. 
The remaining sentences support the topic sentence with facts, details, and explanations, 
which lead logically to the next paragraph. The conclusion, or the essay's last paragraph, 
may summarize main points, end with a question for the reader, or cite a memorable 
quotation. In any instance, however, it provides a strong ending to the essay. 

ANALYZING THE MODEL 

The writing model describes the different methods that writers use as they begin the 
writing process. The essay is expository; that is, it explains something. 

Read the model. Then answer the questions. 

/ Writing Model 

Explorers and Planners: 
Ways to Discover and Organize Ideas 

1 You are staring at a blank page or computer screen 

2 CHAPTER 1 

and encountering familiar questions: How do I

start? What do I have to say? Everyone shares these 
problems, but they need not be serious obstacles. 
Since the average person can think ahead only seven 
words, plus or minus four, you probably do not begin 
a sentence knowing exactly how it will end, or exactly 
what the next sentence will say. Therefore, it is almost 
impossible to anticipate• the exact content of an entire 
paper. Although some experienced writers approach 
their first drafts with clearly organized plans, you may 

1 anticipate: meet someone or experience something without planning to 



/ Noticing Vocabulary: Negative Prefixes 

Good writers use a rich and varied vocabulary. Paying attention to, and learning more 
about, words will help you become a better writer, too. Notice that the writing model 
contains adjectives with negative prefixes. Prefixes are word parts that can be added 
to the beginning of a base word (that is, a full word to which a prefix is attached).* 
They change a base word's meaning, but not its part of speech. 

The prefixes dis-, un-, il-, im-, in-, and ir- can mean "not" or "without." Adding 
these negative prefixes to an adjective usually creates another adjective with the 
opposite meaning. 

PRACTICE 1 Forming Negative Adjectives 

G Look at the writing model again. Find and underline adjectives that begin with
the negative prefixes dis-, ii-, im-, in-, and ir-. 

0 Choose the adjective from Part A that best completes each sentence.

1. When two things are not connected to each other in any way, they

unrelated are _____ __ _

2. When something cannot be done, it is an ________ task.

3. When something has no clear structure, it is _______ _

4. When something is not finished, it is _______ _

5. When an idea does not relate to the topic being discussed, it is

6. When an idea makes no sense, it is _______ _

7. When ideas have not been censored, they are _______ _

*Abase word can also take a suffix, a word part that is added to the end of the base word.
Examples include the suffixes -able, 1ul, and -less. Thus the base word suit and the suffix
-able becomes suitable, and the base word hope + -Jul or -less becomes hopeful or hopeless.
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To write academic texts, you need 

to master certain skills. 

In this chapter, you will learn to: 

• Analyze two argumentative
essays

• Examine the elements of a
well-structured argument

• Structure an argument using
block and point-by-point
organization

• Use modals, phrasal modals,
and the subjunctive mode

• Rebut counterarguments
effectively

• Write, revise, and edit an essay
on a controversial issue

ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAYS 

Som t' e imes th animal expe 
. e facts about

little u:men�s can he anen,mg: 

Many people strongly oppose research on animals. 



APPENDIX F COMMONLY MISSPELLED WORDS 

The highlights indicate where the following words are most commonly misspelled. 

absence exaggerate 

accept existence 

accomplish familiar 

accommodate fascinate 

acquaintance February 

advertisement foreign 

adviser genius 

answer government 

appropriate grammar 

attendance guarantee 

beautiful guerilla 

beginning height 

behavior immediate 

business independence 

calendar intellectual 

certainly interest 

commercial interrupt 

committee irrelevant 

competition judgment 

conscience jewelry 

conscious knowledge 

consequently laboratory 

counselor leisure 

criticize· 
,. 

license 

desperate lightning 

develop maintenance 

does mathematics 

embarrass misspell 

environment niece 

especially occasion 

occurrence 

opportunity 

optimist 

parallel 

particular 

Philippines 

possess 

prejudiced 

prescription 

privilege 

probably 

pronunciation 

psychology 

pursue 

recommend 

rhythm 

scenery 

schedule 

secretary 

separate 

sincerely 

speech 

straight 

temperature 

through 

thorough 

tomorrow 

unnecessary 

Wednesday 

weird 
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APPENDIX H CORRECTION SYMBOLS 

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE OF ERROR CORRECTED SENTENCE 

p 

cap 

vt 

X 

punctuation 

missing word 

rewrite as shown 

capitalization 

wrong verb 
tense 

subject-verb 
agreement 

pronoun 
agreement 

connect to make 
one sentence 

spelling 

singular or plural 

unnecessary 
word 

wrong word 
form 
wrong word 

p p 
I live

! 
and go to school here 

am 

I working in a restaurant."' 

rome of my 
I go with my seme friends. 

cap 
It is located at main and 

cap cap cap 
!?aker �treets in the City. 

vt 

I never work as a cashier 

until I get a job there. 

riv a9r 
The manager work hard. 

riv a9r --
He have five employees. 

Everyone works hard 
pron a9r 
at their jobs. 

We work together� we have 
become friends. 

rp 
The maneger is a woman. 

She treats her employees 
rin9lpl 

like slave. 

My boss shE watches everyone 
all the time. 

. 
' 

Her voice is irritated. 

The restaurant has great 
WW 

food. Besides, it is always 
crowded. 

I live and go to school here. 

I am working in a 
restaurant. 

I go with some of my 
friends. 

It is located at Main and 
Baker Streets in the city. 

I never worked as a 
cashier until I got a job there. 

The manager works hard. 

He has five employees. 
All the employees work hard 
at their jobs. 

We work together, so we 
have become friends. 

The manager is a woman. 

She treats her employees 
like slaves. 

My boss watches everyone 
all the time . 

Her voice is irritating. 

The restaurant has great 
food. Therefore, it is always 
crowded. 

( continued on next page) 
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Writer: Date: 

Format 

My research paper is correctly formatted (title centered, first line 
indented, margins on both sides, double-spaced). 

Organization 

My opening paragraph includes a clear thesis statement. 

Each paragraph in the body of my paper includes a clear topic 
sentence that the paragraph develops. 

I back up my claims with quotations, paraphrases, and examples from 
multiple sources. 

I have correctly documented the sources in the body of the paper. 

I establish clear relationships between ideas through transitions. 

I have correctly documented sources on the Works-Cited page. 

Grammar and Sentence Structure 

I have checked my paper for the correct use of quotations and 
paraphrases of the source material. 

I have synthesized sources, showing similarities or differences between 
or among them. 

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

□ yes □ no

Personal Grammar Trouble Spots 

(verb tense, articles, word order, etc.) 
Number found and corrected 

I checked my paragraph for: 

• 

• 

• 
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